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Evaluating Civics EOC Assessment 
Test Item Specifications Tutorial Script 
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This is a tutorial on how to evaluate the Civics EOC Assessment Test Item 
Specifications.   
 
First, go to www.floridacivicsreview.org. If you experience technical issues 
signing in, use the support link in the upper right-hand corner to request 
support.   
 
EdCredible’s review platform is not fully compatible with Internet Explorer.  
If you see a blank white screen at any point during the review or log in 
process, you are most likely using Internet Explorer.  Please switch 
browsers and use Chrome, Safari, Firefox or Microsoft Edge.   
 
If you don’t have an account with EdCredible, please click Register.  
Otherwise, click Sign In.  
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You are re-directed to fldoe.edcredibleapp.com.  If you did not log out of 
your account since completing the registration process or after conducting 
a previous review, you are re-directed to the review Landing Page. 
 
Please enter your email address and password and click LOGIN. 
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Once on the Landing Page, we click  ‘START’ under Civics Education.  On 
this screen we use the Available, In Progress and Submitted drop-down 
menus. 
 
To access the review options for the Civics EOC Assessment Test Item 
Specifications, we click Available and select Civics EOC Assessment Test 
Item Specifications.  

http://www.florida/
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The Civics EOC Assessment Test Item Specifications are divided into four 
Reporting Category evaluations and a Glossary of Terms evaluation.   
 
We can click on any Reporting Category or the Glossary of Terms to 
display the available dates to review the Specifications and the Start button 
for the evaluation. 
Click START to begin the evaluation process for any program.  
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We often find it helpful to have a hardcopy of the evaluation for reference.  
To print a PDF copy of the evaluation, we click on the print icon in the 
upper right-hand corner of the evaluation. 
 
The introduction of the evaluation provides background for the purpose of 
the evaluation and a thorough explanation the Civics EOC Assessment 
Test Item Specifications. 
 
Those not familiar with the terms of the Item Specifications find the Terms 
and Definitions section particularly helpful throughout the evaluation 
process. 
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Just under the Terms and Definitions section is a hyperlink to the Civics 
EOC Assessment Test Item Specifications.  Even those with a thorough 
understanding of the Civic Benchmark Specifications may find it helpful to 
have a hardcopy on hand.  Click on ‘here’ for a PDF version of the 
specifications. 
 
The three response choices for all questions on the Civics EOC 
Assessment Test Item Specifications are: Yes, Yes with Edits and No. 
 
Each “Yes with Edits” and “No” response require a comment of at least 50 
characters in order to submit your feedback.  
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If we feel no comment is necessary, we’re asked to copy and paste the 
statement, ‘I do not have a comment for this element of 
the Specifications review.’ 
 
Each of the four reporting category evaluations contain questions for the 
Reporting Category and each of the Benchmarks within that Reporting 
Category.  
 
Click on the first Category, which is Reporting Category 1: Origins and 
Purposes of Law and Government to display the questions for the 
Reporting Category.  
 
The questions are displayed along with the three response choices. Here 
we’ve selected “Yes” and “Yes with Edits” to demonstrate the difference 
between a response choice with and without a required comment. 
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We continue the evaluation by selecting one of the benchmarks.   
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When we click on a Benchmark, the full specifications of the Benchmark 
are displayed.  Listed below the full specification are the questions for each 
element of the Benchmark’s specifications.  
 
Here we see the question number, question, Benchmark ID and 
Benchmark Description as part of the question. 
 
Following the question about the Benchmark is a question about the first 
Benchmark Clarification.  Here we see that the evaluation questions follow 
the order of the elements of the Benchmark specifications.  This is the case 
for all four Reporting Categories.   
 
The Glossary of Terms evaluation has a single category and each Term 
has one question. 
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Before we submit the evaluation, we use the Overall Comment box to 
provide any additional feedback about the Benchmark Specifications that 
may not have been captured in any of our evaluation responses. 
 
Results of our evaluations regularly auto-save and it is always a good 
practice to click SAVE as we go.  
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A ‘Save Successful’ message confirms that our work was saved. When we 
click Done, we return to the main Civics Education evaluation screen. If we 
click Continue Evaluation, we keep working on the current evaluation.  
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When we are done with the evaluation, we click Submit 
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If comments are missing for any of our response choices that require a 
comment, an error message lists the questions missing a required 
comment.  We click OK to return the evaluation and complete the missing 
comments. 
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When we are finished with the evaluation and click Submit, we receive a 
Submit Successful message.  
 
We click OK to return to the main Civics Education evaluation screen.  
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We click on Available to Start a new evaluation and click In Progress to Edit 
saved evaluations. 
 
Click Submitted and View for completed evaluations. 
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In the upper right-hand corner, we click on the Home icon to return to the 
landing page.  
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We log out by clicking on the menu in the upper right-hand corner.  
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We are re-directed to the sign in page. We recommend bookmarking this 
page for future reference.  We can also return to the review site by going to 
www.floridacivicsreview.org.   
 
This concludes the tutorial for evaluating the Civics EOC Assessment Test 
Item Specifications.  
 
If you require additional support while using any of EdCredible’s review 
platforms, please email support@edcredible.com. 
 

http://www.floridacivicsreview.org/
mailto:support@edcredible.com

